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Digital health data in modern society

• Access to health data as the “new norm” in Western democracies
• Generally seen as a positive development

• Politicians: Desire to involve patients in medical decision-making 
processes, hope for an equal doctor-patient relationship 

• Patients: Access to health data is associated with the hope of a better 
understanding of personal health issues and deeper insight into treatment 
pla

• In the context of everyday life: Digital health data is challenging
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‘Obesity without specification’. It’s not 
nice, after all. But there it is.
It’s a special type of information, isn’t 
it? ... which you don’t necessarily want.

Anne, 50 years old, doctor’s note during her pregnancy
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I’m interested in knowing what they’ve 
written about me. I’m very interested in 
the text being accurate, right? [...] there 
have been several times when I got 
upset because I couldn’t recognise 
myself in the text, you know?
Tina, 27 years old, note on psychiatric treatment



Research interest and empirical material

• How do patients understand and engage with their health data?
• Which space(s) arise through eHealth platforms?
• How does digital health data affect patients' experiences of being a 

patient? 

Sample and method:
• Qualitative interview study, thematic coding
• 16 respondents selected according to the criteria of use, age, gender and 

health history
• Respondents: 10 women and 6 men between the age of 24 and 74
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Theoretical angle: How can digital health data be understood? 

• QS-movement: ”self-knowledge through numbers”
• ”Body as data respository” (Lupton, 2018), which requires new forms of 

interpretation and comprehension processes
• Hybrid ”entaglement” of data and human

• Data ”confronts” users in “making sense of the information, deciding how
valid or valuable it is” (Lupton, 2018) and ”calls” users “to know their
bodies better and more intensively, and to work to interpret these novel
forms of information about themselves” (Lupton, 2018)
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eHealth platforms as user–data communication

• Focus on the user–data relationship
• Focus on the communicative practice of negotiating meaning

• Digital health data as more than facutal data provided by the medical field
• Data is inevitably bound to the patient’s body, calling and confronting its

owners to understand and know themselves

• In sum, theoretical lens accounts for the complex process of patients 
responding to their data – in other words, they struggle
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Struggling differently with numbers and notes

Tina, 27 years old, note on psychiatric treatment

• “I’m interested in knowing what they’ve written about me [laughs]. I’m very 
interested in the text being accurate, right? Because when it’s not only 
somatic but they are also describing your mental state, it’s important to 
agree with what it says, right? […] I get sad sometimes. When I think, “well, 
that’s not me”. Or it creates some frustration. And then at other times, it’s 
just fine, right? But there have been several times when I got upset 
because I couldn’t recognise myself in the text, you know?”
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Struggling in a new medical-domestic space

• Immediate access to data creates new contexts for interpretation
e.g. at home (or the bus stop)

• Personal interpretation of the medical data without the guidance of a 
healthcare professional

• Patients need to navigate in between control and uncertainty 
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Struggling in a new medical-domestic space

Marianne, 70 years old, cancer treatment

• “When I got my first chemo and then I read in the journal notes that it was 
a Richter’s transformation – that meant the prognosis was bad. And that ... 
yes, of course I was a little shocked by that – that Richter's transformation, 
there was uncertainty about whether it was the kind of cancer I had or 
not.” 

à Difficult to stand alone with the information (hypothesis and assessment)
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Struggling with expectations

Susan, 55 år, two cancer treatments

• I actually wish I had access to my own data earlier. Because I simply felt 
that I was one step behind all the time. [...] I felt talked down to and that 
they talked over my head sometimes, right? It was as if I was a standard 
patient. But I thought I was no standard patient, I wanted to know 
everything, right? But I just wasn’t told. I felt like they wouldn’t want to 
scare me.
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Reflection: Navigating eHealth data

• What can data tell us about ourselves as patients, and 
• what is needed for patients to continuously engage with their data?

• Health data as a reflection of the medical system rather than the patient as 
an individual, which leads to

1. Struggles – in relation to making sense of the data
2. Struggles – in relation to new medical-domestic spaces
3. Struggles – in relation to negotiating expectations
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Read full article:
https://www.sciendo.com/article/10.2478/nor-2021-0040
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